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b)

 
 various types of flows with examples for each type.
Derive continuty equation in three dimensions for unsteady compressible
flow.


Q2) a)

OR
Define convective and local acceleration. Determine the velocity and
acceleration of a particle at position x = 1, y = 2 and z = 5 at time t = 0.1
in velocity field represented by v(x, y, z) = 10 × 2i - 20y × j + 100tk. 

b)
Q3) a)

Explain velocity potential and stream function.
Explain flow around circular cylinder and flow around an aerofoil.



b)

Give the significance of mach number and what is critical mach number.

OR

 a)

Explain flow seperation over car and aerofoil and wake formation with
the help of neat sketch.

Explain transonic area rule and drag divergence.


b)
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  Explain in detail   :



a)

Types of drag force

b)

Stream line, streak line & path line

c)

Lift divergence

d)

Drag car as bluff body

e)

Optimization of car bodies for low drag
 

  a)
b)
 a)
b)
 a)
b)

Explain front end modification for cars.



What are the source of dirt accumulation on vehicle?
OR



Explain hatch back, fast back and square back dust flow pattern for
Automobile with neat sketch.

Explain CFD methodology to vehicle Aerodynamics.



Describe in details wind tunnel testing.
Explain flow visualisation techniques for Automobiles.




OR
 a)
b)

Explain road test method.
Explain full scale wind tunnel.




a)

Describe in details head light shapes of vehicle.



Explain in details various type cars.
OR



b)

Write a short note   :
a) Vehicle colour and colour codes.
b) Front grill shapes of vehicles.
c)
d)



Computer - aded design system.
Effect of gap configuration.
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